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N Y C G uitar S ch o o l

GUITAR FOR ABSOLUTE BEGINNE R S
Objective: To learn fundamental skills, concepts and techniques of great guitar players, play
songs by heart and establish a strong foundation for further study in any style.

| Class One | 7 |

The Fundamental Habits of
Great Guitar Players
Learn your first two chords, which could be used to play such songs as
“What I Got” by Sublime and “Give Peace A Chance” by John Lennon.
Identifying strings, frets and fingers; the rest stroke; chord diagrams; D and G chords; proper fretting;
planting fingers; strumming the optimum number of strings; how to practice. Plus—Great Songs!
FOR NEXT WEEK BRING A TUNER TO CLASS.

| Class Two | 23 |

The Single Most Important Habit
of a Good Guitarist is Playing in Rhythm
Also, you’ll learn a third chord, which will empower you to play three-chord songs like
“Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For” by U2. PLUS Superhero-Themed Tab Reading!
Using a tuner; playing with a pick; strum on the beat—quarter-note strums; the A7 chord;
how to practice; how to read tablature and play cool licks; memorize songs.

| Class Three | 35 |

Learn This and Learn Many of
the Greatest Songs of All Time
This class will unlock the secret to thousands of songs, including “Stand by Me” by Ben King,
“The Reason” by Hoobastank and “Crazy” by Aerosmith. Yes, it is HUGE!
Pivot changes and how and why to use them; E minor, C major and D7;
the concept of progressions; song sections to practice pivot changes.

| Class Four | 46 |

The Secret to Playing Great Rhythm
Guitar PLUS the Small Barre—
Gateway to Future Guitar Greatness
After this class, you’ll have the chords necessary for playing songs like “Swing, Swing” by
The All-American Rejects, “My Name is Jonas” by Weezer and “First Cut” by Cat Stevens (a la Sheryl Crow).
Lock your hand with the beat; how to count eighth notes and more licks.
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| Class Five | 55 |

The Gentle Art of Riffing
PLUS A Minor (The Saddest Chord)
By this time you finish this session, you’ll be getting downright crazy guitar chops, gaining the ability to
play everything from songs like “Wild Thing” by the Troggs to “Knocking on Heaven’s Door” by Bob Dylan.
How to count and play riffs; planting fingers to change between G, C and D; A minor

| Class Six | 61 |

Rhythm 101: Learn This and
Understand How Strums Work
After this class, you’ll have the skills to play songs such as “Every Morning” by Sugar Ray,
“Leaving on a Jet Plane” by Peter, Paul and Mary, and more. DISCUSS CLASS TEN.
The powerful “basic strum” pattern

| Class Seven | 70 |

Learn the Best Strum and
Always Sound Terrific
Would you like to play songs like “Take It Easy” by The Eagles and “Brown Eyed Girl”
by Van Morrison? If so, you’d better learn the Best Strum.
Mixing strums, changing chords in the middle of a measure, more eighth-note riffing

| Class Eight | 76 |

How Great Guitarists Think About Music
You can’t be a bluesman if you don’t know this, and you can’t play A-chord songs
like “Sweet Child of Mine” by Guns and Roses unless you know how to play an A chord!
CHOOSE WHAT SONG TO PLAY AS A CLASS IN CLASS TEN.
A and E with pivots!

| Class Nine | 84 |

Rhythm 102: Mixed Rhythms and Split Measures
These moves can be heard in such songs as “Imagine” by John Lennon, “Redemption Songs” by Bob Marley,
“Hey Ya” by Outkast, “La Bamba” by R. Valens and on and on. PRACTICE THE SONG FOR CLASS TEN.
Mixing the best strum and the basic strum; changing chords in the middle of a measure

| Class Ten | 90 |

REVIEW, OPEN CLASS and GRAND FINALE!
Review and then perform a song as a group for guests and interested fellow students.
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What is the Fundamental Secret of Playing Guitar Successfully?
Perhaps you want to play guitar because you really
love music, and you want to be able to make beautiful music yourself. Maybe you want to eventually play
music with other people, or write your own songs, or
play for your toddler—or perhaps you want to be a rock
star! All of these and others are fine reasons to play guitar.
Regardless of your particular motivation, let us recognize the one thing that you MUST do on your way
to achieving your goals. To be a guitar player, you must
play guitar! That’s right! If you truly want to play guitar,
let us understand right now that you are going to have
to pick up your guitar, hold it in your hands and play it
to the best of your ability. This is called “practicing,” and
the more often you practice, the more and the sooner you
will realize your goal and desire of being a guitar player.
In your studies at New York City Guitar School, you

will gain a solid understanding of the habits and techniques
necessary for a lifetime of guitar enjoyment and learning.
Your teachers will present these powerful ideas to you in
a clear and uplifting manner. But as committed and enthusiastic as the teachers at New York City Guitar School
are, they will not deserve the credit for your progress. The
credit will be all yours; playing guitar is in your hands.
If you will only pick up your guitar and play it regularly, then with the aid of your teachers you will soon be
amazing yourself. In fact, I think you will be surprised
by how easily and comfortably you will learn. To play
guitar with confidence and skill, make a deep and powerful commitment right now to the fundamental secret
of playing guitar:
To master guitar playing you must play your guitar!

T

O MASTER
GUITAR PLAYING
YOU MUST
PLAY YOUR GUITAR!
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The Fundamental Habits of
Great Guitar Players
~ by Dan Emery of NYC Guitar School ©2009 ~

{

Identifying strings, frets and fingers; the rest stroke; chord diagrams; D and G chords;
proper fretting; planting fingers; strumming the optimum number of strings; how to practice.
FOR NEXT WEEK, BRING A TUNER TO CLASS. Plus—Great Songs!

}

his is a hands-on lesson, so grab your

and begin playing fun songs—so please read through

soon-to-be trusty guitar, sit down

this section so that you learn the material and you never

and put it right in your lap, with

need to study it again.

this text on the table, counter or milk

Most of the people taking this course have an acous-

crate in front of you. Today you will

tic guitar at home like the one pictured below. A picture

begin to internalize the habits of a great guitar player!

may be worth a thousand words—but actually reaching
out and touching something is worth a thousand pictures. So reach out and touch each part of your guitar

What is This Thing in My Lap?

corresponding to the labeled parts in the pictures below,

It is called a guitar. Since you are now a guitar player, you need to know your way around the guitar, just
like an astronaut needs to know which button is which
in the space shuttle. So let’s learn the PARTS OF THE
GUITAR. I know that you are eager to cut to the chase

and clearly recite the name to yourself. If you are playing a classical guitar it will have nylon strings and no
pickguard, and if you are playing an electric guitar it
will have some electronic parts and controllers, but the
essentials will be the same.
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How to Hold the Guitar

Now, allow gravity to gently pull your thumb

We’re not learning  to play classical guitar in this
down. It will strum the thickest string as it falls to
book, and most players in every other style of music rest
REST against the next string. Here is a picture of the
the guitar on their thigh. Why don’t you do that, and
same thumb after strumming the sixth string with a
play some experimental-having-no-idea-what-you’rerest stroke:
doing guitar for a moment. Let your strumming arm
rest on top of the guitar, relax, and
imagine yourself playing your favorite
song. If you feel a little awkward, that is OK, because
ood Guitar
after all you’ve been
The rest stroke is not only restful
a guitar player
and relaxed, but the thumb always
Players Strum
for only four
comes to a REST on the next string.
or five minutes.
That’s why it is called the rest stroke.
Efficiently, Using
Try playing rest strokes on various
strings one by one, always with the
Rest Strokes.
thumb coming to rest on the next
string. When you get to the thinnest
How to Strum
string, let your thumb fall against the
the Guitar Correctly
body of the guitar, as below:
When strumming,
Right now you are developing habits
let your hand drop and
that will stay with you for many, many
brush against
years. Doesn’t it make sense to develop
the string or strings,
good habits immediately? In the next
lesson we’ll start using a pick, but first
coming to a rest against
we want to achieve perfect, beautiful
another string or
strumming form, and that is best acthe guitar body.
complished by spending some time
Spend a moment investing in your
strumming with your thumb using a
guitar future by becoming modestly
technique called “the rest stroke.” Let the
comfortable with rest strokes. Practice
thumb of your strumming hand (i.e. the right hand for
playing rest strokes on various strings. Then pracright-handers and left hand for left-handers) rest on the
tice strumming all the strings; your thumb will brush
thickest string of the guitar, more or less over the sound
against each string in turn, finishing against the body
hole. Be relaxed—let gravity drag some of the weight of
of the guitar.
your thumb and hand against the string. Emulate the
By the way, there are two habits to especially avoid
picture below as much as possible:
in strumming: Don’t grip the bottom of the guitar with
your fingers. Don’t swoop your hand or thumb out into
the air. Do play smooth, relaxed efficient rest strokes.
Using rest strokes is one of the fundamental habits of a
great guitar player.

G
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To Play Guitar,
You Must Identify Strings.
Here’s How:
Strings are numbered  from thinnest to thickest
—the thinnest string is called the first string, the next
thinnest is called the second string, and so on until
we get to the thickest string, which
is called the sixth string. Remember:
The thinnest string is called the first
string. Learn the string numbers by
emember,
doing the following exercise—put the
thumb of your strumming hand on
the Thinnest String
the 6th (thickest) string and play a rest
stroke. Now your thumb is on the 5th
is the First String and
string. Play it with a rest stroke. Now
find and play the following strings:
the Thickest String
4, 3, 2, 1, 6, 1, 5, 2, 3, 4. You now
know how to identify strings. Here is a
is the Sixth String!
labeled picture:

R

F

Do you see what we’ve accomplished
here? We can now identify any intersection of string and fret on the guitar!
Try it. Remember that the thinnest
string is the first string and locate:
the first string at the first fret; the second string at the second fret; the sixth
string at the third fret; the fourth string
at the first fret; the third string at the
fourth fret. Again, remember that the
thinnest string is called the first string.
Good work! You now understand how
to locate frets and strings.

Use Your Fingertips
to Play Clear
and Clean Notes

ret with the

Did you know  that fingers might
be identified differently when playing
different instruments? For example,
piano players call their thumb the first
finger. But not us guitarists! We call a
thumb a thumb, and the index finger
is the first finger.

Tip of your Finger
Almost, but Not
NOTE: This is a new, aerial view
of the strings, as though the guitar
is sitting on your lap facing up.

This is an aerial view

Quite, on the Fret!

To Play Guitar,
You Must Identify Frets.
Here’s How:
Now examine  this pictograph  of the very end of the
neck, where it meets the head. Note that the frets are
also numbered. The fret closest to the nut is called the
first fret; the next one is the second fret and so on. Touch
the following frets with any finger you like as an exercise: 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 3.

thumb

1st finger
2nd finger
3rd finger
4th finger

9 | N Y C G U I T A R S C H OO L | C L A S S O N E
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Now try “fretting” a note. Press the tip of your first

“thunk” instead of a clear note, then everything is pro-

finger against the first string just behind the first fret

ceeding normally! Ask yourself: “Am I using the very tip

(“behind” means on the head side of the fret, not the

of my finger?”; “Is my fingertip close to the first fret (but

body side of the fret). Push down until the string is

not actually on top of it)?”; “Is my thumb against the

pressed against the fret. Following is a helpful picture.

back of the neck opposite my first finger?” and “Am I

Notice that this guitarist is really using just the fingertip.

pressing the string down hard enough to press the string

Keep your thumb behind the neck, providing support

against the fret?” Keep trying until you hear your note.

for the fingers; the arm is relaxed, elbow near the body.

By the way, if your nails are too long, you won’t be
able to fret clearly. I realize that it really can be a sacrifice to get out the nail clippers and cut them down to
size. Just remember that Bonnie Raitt, Ani Difranco and
Tracy Chapman cut their nails, and they can play the
heck out of the guitar.
Take a moment to fret and strum notes all over the

After you fret the first string at the first fret, put the

guitar on different strings with different fingertips. Re-

thumb of your right hand on the first string and strum

member to use a beautifully relaxed and efficient rest

it with a rest stroke. If you hear a buzzing sound, or a

stroke each time.

Your First Chord
You have learned two vital habits of playing guitar—
rest strokes and using your fingertips to hold down the
string close to the fret. You are now ready to tease the
fingers of your fretting hand into a strange configuration
known as a “chord.” You can think of a chord as a set of
notes that sound good together. Your first chord will be
the D major chord, usually just called “D.” At first, you
may think that D stands for “darn it” or “dang it,” but
soon you will discover that D stands for “Dy-no-mite!”
Begin making a D chord by putting the first finger
of your left hand on the third string at the second fret.
This is your plant finger. Always when you make a D
chord, you will begin with this finger, until that time
at which all your fingers will fret the chord simultaneously. Of course, I know that you will remember the
fundamental good habits of using your fingertips and
playing close to the fret. So put the tip of your first
finger on that third string almost but not quite on the
second fret and press down.

Now in addition to your first finger, put your second
finger on the first string (thinnest), also at the second
fret. Ideally both fingertips should be close to the fret—
it may be helpful to turn your hand slightly to accomplish this.
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Finally, reach out with the third finger to play the

one of your fingers is bumping into a string (usually it is

second string at the third fret. Sort of a reach, huh? Do

the third finger bumping against the first string.)

not be dismayed if this seems difficult—remember that

Here’s a chord-troubleshooting checklist:

every guitarist had to do this for the first time at some
point. Press the strings down with all three fingertips.

Are you using your fingertips to fret the chord?
Are you fretting close to (but not on top of) the frets?
Are you pushing the strings against the frets?
Readjust and try again, string by string. Each time
you make the D chord, begin with your first fingertip
(because it is the plant finger!).
Remember that we seek perfection—but we don’t
expect it immediately. New guitar players typically

You’re now making a D chord! Lift all your fingers up

need several weeks of practice before their D chord is

and make a D chord again, one finger at a time. Notice

consistently clear. (But don’t wait for perfection—start

that your fingertips outline a triangle.

learning to play songs even if just a couple of strings

Then do it again. And again. And again, again, again,
again, again.

ring out clearly.)
Please note that ideally, we want to hear not only
the three strings that you are holding down with your
fingers, but also the fourth string, even though it is open

Strumming the D Chord

(i.e. unfretted). We DON’T want to hear the fifth and

Now rest the thumb of your strumming hand on
the fourth string and try an experimental strum or two.
Let your thumb fall all the way down to the body of the
guitar with each strum.
If each string sounded pristine and clear, you may do a
dance of joy. However, if you are like me when I started,
or just about everybody else, one, two or even three of the
strings made a “buzz” or “thunk” instead of a clear sound.
If this is the case, look over at your left hand. Probably

sixth strings—they aren’t part of our D chord.

P

Now, practice making the D chord. The first thing we
need to accomplish is a rough familiarity with the chord,
so don’t worry about how it sounds. Just repeatedly form
a D chord by putting the first fingertip down, then the
second, then the third, and then a beautiful little strum of
the four thinnest strings. Do this for five or 15 minutes,
just long enough to begin feeling a little comfortable with
the D chord. Then go on to the next section.

ractice Makes Perfect

The D Major Chord

The G Major Chord

Your journey of a thousand
songs begins with D.

Knowing G is an absolute must,
because it shows up more often and in
more songs than any other chord.
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Learning to Read Chord Diagrams
There is a conventional way  for guitarists to
communicate how a chord is played, called a CHORD
DIAGRAM.
Remember when we zoomed in on the neck of the
guitar when we learned how to identify frets? This is an
aerial view. We’re looking straight down at the guitar. It
is lying on its back.

Next, we’ll indicate that we’re supposed to strum
only four strings on this chord by Xing out the strings
that we don’t play (the 5th and 6th strings.) While we’re
at it, let’s make it clear that we do play the 4th string,
even though we’re not fretting it, by placing an “O” for
open next to that string.

Let’s zoom in even more.
Now, let’s turn this picture into a diagram by taking
out the head of the guitar, and the extra frets, and by
turning the nut and thick strings into just normal lines.

D

Now let’s superimpose the fingertips of a D chord.

From now on, not only in this course but for the rest
of your guitar career, you will be reading and understanding chord diagrams.

The Next Chord: G Major
Use your newfound  chord-diagram reading skills to
learn the G major chord. This chord is used more than
any other chord in rock and roll.

G
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You can think of G standing for “giant” because there

Again, as you did with the D chord, make a few

is a giant stretch involved. Put down the second finger on

experimental strums. This time you will strum all six

the sixth (thickest) string, close to the third fret. This is

strings. And again, check to avoid those buzzing and

your plant finger. Eventually, all your fingers will make the

thunk-like sounds by asking:

chord simultaneously, but in the meantime, when playing
a G, lead with the second finger, which holds down the

Am I using my fingertips to fret the chord?

most important note in the chord. Remember to fret with

Am I fretting close to (but not on top of) the frets?

your fingertip close to (but not on top of) the fret.

Am I pushing the strings against the frets?

Then put down the third finger on the opposite side
of the guitar neck, on the first (thinnest) string, also
close to the third fret.

Take five or ten minutes to achieve a rough familiarity with the G chord. Again, we strive for perfection

Finally, put down the first finger on the fifth string

but we don’t expect it immediately. Even though your G

(next-to-thickest) and close to the second fret. This is

chord doesn’t yet sound completely clear, when you are

sort of a bonus finger—many competent guitarists leave

moderately confident with the basic shape of it, go on

it off.

to the next section.

The Most Powerful Chord Exercise of All
Back in my college days, I ran track and crosscountry for the University of Idaho. I was always trying to find some special way to practice that would give
an extra edge, preferably without running eight or ten
miles every morning. Once I read an article about a new
workout consisting of jumping on and off a box, and
I excitedly ran to see Ken, the trainer. “Ken,” I yelled,
“I’m gonna jump up on a box and then back down for
45 minutes every morning so that I’ll be a better longdistance runner.”
Ken looked at me for a moment, then said, “Dan,
jumping on and off a big wooden box might help you
to become a better box jumper, but if you want to be a
better long-distance runner, why don’t you go run eight
or ten miles?”
So it is with guitar playing. Drills are great, but the
best way to get good at playing guitar is to play guitar—
so let’s begin! The single most powerful thing you can do
right now to become a better guitar player is to change
back and forth between a D and a G chord incessantly.
You see, making a chord isn’t the hard part of guitar

playing—changing chords in the middle of a song is
the hard part. So get ready, and change back and forth
between D and G. Take your time. Remember:
ON THE D CHORD—Lead with your first finger…use
your fingertips…strum four strings.
ON THE G CHORD—Lead with your second finger…
use your fingertips…strum six strings.
It seems to me that most people need to play this
change somewhere between 400 and 900 times to feel
really confident with it—so do your rock-star guitarplaying self a great favor and change chords relentlessly
over the next week! Change chords while listening to
music, watching TV, talking on the phone, at breakfast,
while riding your unicycle.
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Questions and Answers for Beginning Guitarists
Q: My fingertips hurt—is that okay?

Now, some people may tell you that the bent-wrist

A: That’s okay. As long as they aren’t actually bleeding

method is more proper, especially trained classical-guitar

or blistering, there is no problem. Jimi Hendrix, Eric

players. But trained classical guitarists have been build-

Clapton and Sheryl Crow all had sore fingertips when

ing up their strength for years—and besides, they usual-

they started playing guitar! The only way to make your

ly aren’t playing chords. Also, they are holding their gui-

fingertips stop hurting is to play enough for your fingers

tars almost vertically on their laps. On the other hand,

to toughen up—usually this takes three or four weeks of

look at just about any accomplished rock, folk, country,

steady practice. If your fingers do blister, you might be

pop or alternative player, and you’ll see that their wrists

practicing too much, but more likely your guitar is a bad

are relatively straight. So let’s be like them! In fact, if

instrument, or you’re playing with way too much force,

you have to choose between a clear-sounding chord and

or both. Remember, almost every challenge in guitar is

a healthy wrist position, be healthy! Chord clarity will

solved with good form, not brute force.

come with time and practice. In the unlikely, but not
unheard of, event that your wrists, joints or tendons are

Q: My wrist hurts—is that okay?

extremely sore after a week of practice, bring your guitar

A: No, that is not okay. Fingertip pain is a pain in a

in so that your teacher can check it for playability, and

fleshy bit of your finger, which soon adapts. Wrist pain

ask for advice on your playing.

can be in your tendons and joint and can get worse with
time. And when pain gets worse, it is hard to practice

I’ve included charts and sketches below to help you
determine if your pain is okay, or not okay.

relentlessly. Avoid wrist pain by keeping your fretting
wrist straight, as in the following sketches:

DON’T DO THIS—the bent wrist causes wrist pain		

TYPE OF PAIN

DO THIS—a relatively straight wrist is good.

Okay pain

NOT-Okay pain

Fleshy finger pad soreness
Muscle soreness
Wrist pain
Joint/tendon pain
Bleeding fingers
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How to Practice Guitar Effectively
1. Practice Accurately.

Now what can we learn from this insight into how

When you practice playing your guitar, you are literally creating new pathways in your neurons, which are
cells in your brain. As you practice your D chord over
and over, for example, you deepen and widen this pathway and make new connections. For the beginning guitarist, a D chord will consist of several
different actions in your mind, like
this set of commands to your brain
and body:
You: “Hey brain and fingers–give me
a D chord!”
Your Brain: “OK, let’s see here, uh,
first I’ll put your first finger down on
the third string, then I’ll, uh, remember

your brain learns to play guitar? Something important, something vital! Since you are using your practice time to create and deepen a sequence of firing
synapses, you’d better make sure that the sequence is
correct! Otherwise you may end up with several ingrained sequences for your D chord.
One of them will be the correct one,
and the others will be WRONG. Per-

P

haps you’ll put your third finger down

ractice

on the third string instead of the second string, or maybe you’ll make an E
chord instead.

Guitar

The outcome is, according to the

Regularly!

researchers, a simple matter of statistics. Let’s say that half the time you

that the strings are counted from thin

practice your D chord correctly...a

to thick, and then, uh, I’ll remember

quarter of the time you practice your

that I need to use the fingertip, OK,

D chord with the third finger on the

now let’s go with the second finger—

wrong string...and the rest of the time

I mean, fingertip—and I’ll make sure

you accidentally make an extremely

that the fingertip is close to the fret...

exotic chord, the D-major/minor7th

so far so good, now for the third finger-

chord. Then, after a month of prac-

tip, and I’m not forgetting to keep your

tice, when you are in the middle of

fingers coming in all pointy...there you

playing a song, you’ll get this conver-

go, a D chord—oh, wait, I almost for-

sation between you and your brain:

got that I need to have my right hand
You: “Gimme a D!”

strum, uh, five, no, four strings!”

Your Brain: BAM! (50 % of the time
It is amazing that we can do this

has made a D chord)

difficult and complex task at all…but

BAM! (25% of the time has made an

as you practice and practice, your brain

incorrectly-fingered D chord)

learns the sequence. So after a month of regular practice

BAM! (25% of the time has fingered a‚ D-major/mi-

your conversation with your brain looks more like this.

nor7th chord)

You: “Gimme a D!”

The important thing to remember here is that at this

Your Brain: BAM! (Your brain has made a D chord and

point it is too late. Your conscious mind has little con-

is ready for its next mission.)

trol over which D you’ll get in the middle of a fast song.
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What you practiced is what you got! That’s why it is vital

when they get home from work or school. Others prac-

that you take the time at the beginning to create an ac-

tice after dinner. Think of a time and place that will

curate pattern in your mind.

work for you and make a commitment to practice sev-

Once you have gradually created the accurate path-

eral times a week at least. There may be a time when you

way in your mind, you can then go through it quickly,

don’t feel motivated. Don’t wait for motivation to strike,

and more quickly, and more quickly again. This idea is

but start practicing and the motivation will follow. Of

expressed by the Latin phrase “Festina Lente,” or “Hurry

course, if you find yourself playing guitar for hours on

Slowly.” If you want to be a fast guitar player then don’t

end at all times of day and night, that also is OK.

worry about being a fast guitar player. Instead, make

If possible, leave your guitar out of its case on a guitar

sure that you are an accurate guitar

stand or leaning up against the wall so

player, and you will also end up being

that it is especially easy to pick up and

a fast guitar player. When you want a
D, you’ll get a D, and when you want
a D quickly, you’ll get a D quickly.
To practice guitar accurately, remember this:
Festina Lente.
When you practice guitar,
practice accurately to create
accurate patterns in your
mind and body.

I

play. Its purpose is to be played, not to

f Something is

sit in a case!
By making the practice of an art a

Worth Doing, it

regular part of your life, you are becom-

is Worth Doing Well.

titioner of guitar. Remember the words

Practice with
Focus.

ing a practitioner of that art. Be a pracof Henry Wadsworth Longfellow:
The heights by great men
reached and kept,
Were not attained by sudden flight.
But they, while their
companions slept,

2. Practice Regularly.
We all have complicated lives.  A thousand concerns push and pull us, a hundred desires and duties ask
us for our limited time. It can be difficult to find the
time or make the time to do even that which we most
desire to do–such as practicing guitar. Yet we know that
without practicing guitar, we cannot play guitar.
And there is a most effective way for this practice to
occur–often! If a person can practice guitar several times
over the course of a week, even for a shorter period of
time, they will learn more than a person who practices
only once in that week, even for a longer period of time.
Each time you return to your instrument, it will be with
a deeper understanding and a greater ability.
Make a regular time for your guitar practice. Don’t
go overboard: Set yourself a time and a place that make
sense in your life. Some students practice first thing

Were toiling upwards in the night.

3. Practice Effectively.
The guitar teacher  and author David Mead  tells
a story about a famous classical musician. As a young
British man in the 1940s, he was inducted into the
National Service. He thought for sure that his music
career was ended. But he thought “at least I can try to
keep from losing ALL my musical skill and technique.”
So he made a plan to practice what he considered to
be the very most vital elements of music for the short
time each day he might get to keep for himself, just to
try to stay even.
As the end of his service approached, he found to
his surprise that he was a better musician than ever.
Those few focused minutes per day were accomplishing
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more for his technique than hours of practice and

requires an initial effort, perhaps of 15 minutes. For this

playing had done before his enlistment. Why? The

reason, it is best that you make your practice sessions at

answer is this—FOCUS. He spent his limited time do-

least 30 minutes long; for the first half of the session you

ing the very most important things in an intense, fo-

may find yourself struggling to fully pay attention, and

cused manner.

then you may be surprised by how quickly the second

Let us do the same. When you sit down to practice,

half flows by.

turn the TV off. Turn the radio off. Make a plan about

As you continue practicing guitar, you will find that

what you will practice. And then pay attention to what

it becomes easier and easier to enter this state of com-

you are doing! This focus will result in each practice ses-

plete attention. Merely picking up your guitar and hold-

sion being as helpful, valuable and fulfilling as possible.

ing it in your lap and hands may become a trigger for

As you practice with focus, you will feel great satisfac-

relaxed focus.

tion in your inexorable progress as a guitarist.

Remember that old saying “if something is worth

At first, at the beginning of your practice sessions,

doing, it is worth doing well.” It is worthwhile to

you may find it difficult to focus. This is normal. Profes-

play guitar, and it is worthwhile to play it well. Play-

sor Mihaly Csikszentmihaly of the University of Chi-

ing well does not mean performing incredible feats

cago, has dedicated his life to the study of “flow,” which

of musicianship—it means to play to the best of your

is the state of complete immersion in an activity. He

ever-expanding ability, and to pay attention to what

found in his research that to achieve this complete focus

you are doing.
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1     2
3   4

Fundamental Habits of a Good Guitar Player

U

SE YOUR FINGERTIP TO FRET NOTES, ALMOST,
BUT NOT QUITE, ON THE FRET!
Use the very tip of your finger to fret a note; place the fingertip as
close to the fret as you can without actually being on the fret.

S

TRUM EFFICIENTLY, USING REST STROKES.
Let your thumb rest against the thickest string of a chord; then let your hand
drop and brush against the strings, coming to a rest against the guitar.

W

HEN CHANGING CHORDS,
MOVE THE MOST IMPORTANT FINGER FIRST!
For the G move the 2nd finger first; for the D move the 1st finger first.

A

LWAYS PLAY THE OPTIMUM NUMBER
OF STRINGS IN A CHORD!
For G strum six strings and for D strum four strings.

R

emember that the most important
habit of a good guitar player is to practice!
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Practice Suggestions for Class One

You will be doing yourself a service by becoming confident and comfortable with rest strokes
and with your first two chords. You don’t need to be fast—aim for CONFIDENCE and COMFORT.
Practice at least three times for a half hour each. If you practice more, that would be great!
33 Warm up by making a D chord and playing the strings one by one, using
rest strokes and striving for clarity on each string. Repeat with the G chord.
Remember to play the correct number of strings on each chord—four on
the D and six on the G.
33 Change between D and G over and over and over, strumming each one in
turn. Don’t worry about speed or rhythm, but do remember to move the
most important finger first (the 1st finger on D, and the 2nd finger on G).
33 Play and sing your songs. Even if you do not consider yourself to be a great
vocalist, singing with the songs will greatly improve your guitar playing.
33 Mess around on the guitar. Fret different notes with different fingers;
experiment.

Do Yourself a Giant Favor, and Get an Electronic Tuner Now
My first guitar teacher  said, “Dan, I’ve been playing guitar for 14 years and seven of those years have
been spent tuning.”
Please, I beg you, don’t waste seven years of YOUR
life. Do the second-most-useful thing* you can do to
ensure your success as a guitar player—GET A TUNER!
When I got married, my wife and I were given two
gift certificates by two different friends. One was a
$150 gift certificate to a cookware store. The other one
was a $150 gift certificate to a music store. I don’t know
what Miriam did with the first gift certificate, but I ran
up to 48th Street (also known as “The Street of 1000
Guitar Shops”) and spent the entire $150 on one single

state-of-the-art tuner. Now, 10 years later, you can get an
even better tuner for around $20, or even less! Where?
You can get a great electronic guitar tuner online from
Musician’s Friend or another on-line purveyor. You can
download a tuning application for many phones.
You can also get a great electric tuner from Allan
at Gotham Guitar Works (our neighbor here in the
Recording and Rehearsal Arts Building), from 30th
Street Guitars (across the street from our building, near
the old Fire Station), any Guitar Center or Sam Ash, or
virtually any music-related store.
Don’t worry about how to use it—we’ll cover that
in the next lesson!!

* the first-most-useful thing is to practice.
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Dear NYC Guitar School Student—
I have written this little note to you from my heart.
You want to play guitar. In fact, you want to play guitar so much that you put your hard-earned money
on the line and signed up for a class at New York City Guitar School. I know you didn’t do that lightly, and
I don’t take it for granted.
Even more importantly, you made a commitment of your time. As a busy person in New York City, I
know how precious your time is. It is difficult to balance work and responsibilities, and still find the time
to make your dreams come true.
I have good news for you. At New York City Guitar School, we have developed what I believe is the
world’s most effective curriculum for learning to play rock guitar. This curriculum has been created especially for the busy New York City adults who are our students. The lessons have been constantly rewritten
and tested on over one thousand people who have successfully learned to play guitar.
Furthermore, we have dedicated and expert teachers who give their all to help their students be successful.
We hire less than ten percent of those who seek a position here, and they are not allowed to teach this course
until they have spent months teaching private lessons, becoming familiar with the curriculum, and proving
their commitment to their students. I feel very fortunate to work with them!
But good as our curriculum is, it cannot guarantee that you will play guitar. And as gifted as your
teacher may be, he or she cannot make you a guitar player, either. Only one person on this planet can ensure
that you learn to play guitar.
That is YOU.
The students who have successfully learned to play guitar in this course practiced three times per week,
for a half hour at a time. Some practiced more, but those who practiced three times each week made steady
progress. They also attended class regularly. If they had to miss a class, they called the school at 646-4857244 to schedule a make-up class or free mini-lesson.
Please take a moment right now to make a commitment to yourself to regular practice and attendance
over the next ten weeks. In class ten, when you perform for your classmates, you will be astounded by how
much you’ve learned, and how much fun you’ve had.
Congratulations on deciding to PLAY GUITAR!
								
Sincerely,
								

								
								

Dan Emery
Founder, New York City Guitar School

P.S. Please do not hesitate to call me at 646-485-7244 with any comment or concern!
P.P.S. If you must miss your class, please arrange to make it up by attending the same lesson on another day
or night, or with a free mini-lesson. Mini-lessons are 15 minutes long, and are taught by super-patient and
friendly teachers. Please call 646-485-7244 or drop by the office to reserve your time. All your classes must
be made up within a week of the end of your course.
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CLASS one Songs
D to G
You know the D chord. You know the G chord.
These are the most important two chords you’ll ever
learn, because they are your first chords. Every future
chord will just be another chord.
Surprisingly, you can already play songs with only
these two chords. I’ve listed some below, along with a
little short-cut approximate chord progression applicable to each one. The way these little charts (which you’ll
see many of in your guitar career) work is that in each
four-beat measure, there is a letter for the chord. For
example:
1
“ D

@

#

$

1
G

\

@

#

$

‘

by Mazzy Star (capo V) are based on the same change
over two measures, along these lines:
1
“ D

@

#

$

e
G

\

‘

And as you get faster, smoother and more confident
with your D to G you can try something like “What I
Got” by Sublime, which is based on the same change
within just one measure:
1
“ D

@

3
G

$

‘

Here is my recommendation to you—first practice
means “Play a D chord on the first beat of one measure,

changing from D to G lots and lots and lots. Once you

and play a G chord on the first beat of the other.” The

get comfortable, get a copy of “What I Got” and try

“:” means “repeat.”

to play along strumming each chord once. That’s fast!

1
“ D

@

3
G

$

Here’s a practice progression for you to play:
‘

Early

on the other hand, means play “D on the first beat and
G on the third beat of the measure.”
Working from more beats between changes to fewer,

1 @ # $ e
“ D
\ G

\ D

\ G

\

\ D

\ D

\ G

‘

\ G

“Born in the USA” by Bruce Springsteen is based on a
progression like this one:
1 @ # $ e
“ D
\ D

\ D

\ D

\

\ G

\ G

\ G

‘

\ G

“Feel Like Making Love” by Bad Company, “Baby
You Can Drive My Car” by The Beatles (verse), “Take
A Walk on The Wild Side” by Lou Reed, “You Sexy
Thing” by Hot Chocolate (capo III)* and “Bells Ring”
* You will learn all about capos in Class Three.
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CLASS

PRACTICE CHART:

Your teacher will assign you something great to fill in on this page!
(If you’re studying this book on your own, then use this page
as a worksheet to figure out and write down an entire song you’d
like to practice, or just write your own if you prefer.)

RHYTHM:

\

!

+

@

+

#

+

$

+

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

|\

\

\

\

\

PRACTICE TAB, LICK or RIFF
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